Enveloping a Day – Persona Visual Mapping
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ABSTRACT

The following article describes a Persona Method through Visual Clues (PMVC) in a learning setting performed in the course of Interface Design I, degree of Design, School of Arts, University of Évora, Portugal, in the academic year of 2021/22. The study follows a descriptive case methodology. The purposed PMVC concerns the project’s early stage and reveals how a mosaic assemblage of visual clues allows an itinerary on cohesive information acquisition in guiding the design project. The proposed PMVC allowed students to valorize life contexts when projecting a persona, enabling a strong focus on consumers and work contexts. Although working in fictionalized settings, the PMVC triggers the reasoning on the complexity of the contexts, deploying information that will deliver more reality into Personas.
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INTRODUCTION

Persona design has been recognized as a design tool for ideation with different user groups since the 1990s. The method originated in software development has become a widespread method adopted in many disciplines and design processes, such as product innovation and idealization, user experience design, agile systems development, communication, and marketing (Pruitt and Grudin, 2003; Adlin and Pruitt, 2010; Nielsen, 2018). In Persona design, there are two main aspects of the usage of the persona method: on the one hand, it is used as a communication device and, on the other hand, as a design aid made to help designers, developers, and project stakeholders focus on users and their needs during the design and development of the system. The persona material also can potentially communicate the results from user research to the relevant groups. The Persona exploration support the project stakeholders in incorporating the knowledge about the users during the design process (Gudjonsdottir, 2010). Persona ideation contains the description of social. These social constructs stereotypes, characterized by being empty of content, occur when participants
have a less professional and cultural experience and cannot add content to the person’s understanding. Its authors’ knowledge may limit the design of Personas ideations because they use their own experience to fill in the details like age and knowledge of the domain and how a person in marketing looks (Nielsen, 2010). In order to achieve that the product design is closer to the everyday lives of the users, design personas are a means to capture the everyday experiences and needs of users and customers. Focusing on the user or customer in the design process is in opposition to an artistic understanding of the designer as someone who, by experimentation with materials and form, gets inspiration to create unique products (Nielsen, 2018).

Other studies developed in Learning settings showed that raising awareness for the mechanisms of empathy through Personas should be incorporated into design education rather than relying on automatic reactions and intuition (Haag and Marsden, 2019). One of the benefits of using personas is how they make such implicit knowledge explicit and the impact this has upon the collective understanding of who our learners are (Lilley, Pyper and Attwood, 2011). Personas are created in the beginning of the design process and they seem to be well integrated into the existing design practices and used for design (Nielsen and Hansen, 2014).

This study answers to a need to amplify the perception on Personas. Further and more detailed studies need to be conducted to determine the impact on cross-cultural personas projects where the persona description moves away from the participants’ immediate area of experience (Nielsen, 2010). Therefore, strategies are needed that can guide a process that allows other inputs beyond the limitations of experiences on the part of the authors of these constructions.

In order to get product design closer to the everyday lives of the users, design personas are a means to capture the everyday experiences and needs of users and customers. Focusing on the user or customer in the design process is in opposition to an artistic understanding of the designer as someone who, by experimentation with materials and form, gets inspiration to create unique products (Nielsen, 2018).

In this study the Persona Method through Visual Clues (PMVC), puts into practice the concept of consumer, and the Persona can be described as a representation or life model of demographic possibilities in various consumers. Consumers relate with the use of technology to consume, the concept of users can induce a perspective that human beings can be too easily reduced to factors in complex technical systems (Dahlbom, 2003).

In the learning settings related to this study, students of higher education worked with a briefing focused on the problem of applying an indoor air cleaning solution via a system consisting of a plant and a ventilated soil recipient (PLAVESO), a solution presented in the article “Using plants and soil microbes to purify indoor air: lessons from NASA and Biosphere 2 experiments” (Wolverton and Nelson, 2020). The project entitled HOMEBIOSPHERE was developed from September 2021 to January 2022. In the project briefing, the students should develop an interface solution optimized to a specific business model revealed by discovering business opportunities through the PMVC.
The project was conducted in the course of Interface Design 1, degree of Design, School of Arts, University of Evora, Portugal, in the academic year of 2021/22. The class of thirty-two students was divided into groups of two students. In the development of the PMVC, containing a day routine, the students searched for products opportunities in personas daily routines, first, each group developed two persona proposals, then the proposals of all the groups were gathered in a general map.

In order to access the feedback to the proposed PMVC, students responded to two surveys, one in November and the other in January. In November, after completing the Persona boards, and in January, after the project was delivered. The textual information was analyzed by evaluating the textual recurrence of words in the descriptions of the processes resulting from the following question: “Which aspects do you highlight in the characterization of personas on the panels developed?”. The purpose of the survey was to explore which concepts the students highlighted and hierarchized in their descriptions.

Data were collected in two forms, textual (from the survey) and graphical, by evaluating the quality of the focus of the design project. The evaluation of the solutions at the level of visual design lasted from November to January.

The montage of the General map of Persona, occurred in November and guided the project through January. The Persona method included the visual curation of the contents. Curatorship refers to the “distribution” in a context with organization, annotation/identification, and presentation (P and Thilagavathy, 2016).

METHODS

The presented research followed a descriptive case study methodology. A descriptive case study is one that is focused and detailed, in which propositions and questions about a phenomenon are carefully scrutinized and articulated at the outset (‘Descriptive Case Study’, 2010). Descriptive case studies describe the natural phenomena which occur within the data in question. Descriptive case studies may be in a narrative form (McDonough and McDonough, 2016).

The data analysis involved the creating of word clouds and informative keywords. A word cloud, called also a tag cloud is a “visual presentations of a set of words, typically a set of tags, in which attributes of the text such as size, weight or color can be used to represent features (e.g., frequency) of the associated terms” (Halvey and Keane, 2007). Keywords are set of representative words of a document that give high-level specification of the content for interested readers (Siddiqi and Sharan, 2015). In the present study, the authors gave special attention to the informative keywords because they refer to words recurrent in a phrase statement context.

PMVC

The tested PMVC applied a visual mapping entitled “Find products opportunities in personas daily routines”, which applied image stereotypes depicted
in stock images suppliers, and commuting times and places retrieved from Google Maps-based to contribute to the development of hypothetical scenarios, Figure 1. This method is based on previous studies (Silva, Raposo and Neves, 2017). The steps in accessing possible scenarios in the design of the mosaic Persona aim to find the fragile and subtle connection between acceptable scenarios and future expectations in the user/consumer, consisting of the following phases:

1. **Choosing a Profession on a Certain Context/ Country**
   Finding information about workplaces, culture and social context

2. **Searching for the Persona’s Photo**
   Guided by the cultural and social context search for the persona’s photo in a stock image supplier

3. **Finding the Persona Name**
   Guided by the cultural and social context

4. **Choosing the Place of Residence and the Workplace**
   Through a map search engine and retrieving commuting times.

5. **Interconnecting the “Residence” and the “Work” to obtain others frequent Places and Commuting’s**
   Matching the quantitative data to commuting times and the tasks qualitative data to visual context.

**RESULTS**

In the analysis of textual information, after delivering the Persona panels and montage of the general map, in the student’s response to the survey, the “assessment of life situations” “realities” appears first, followed by “application”, Figure 2, left column.

In the project submission, in the analysis of the students’ responses to the survey appear in the first place the “contexts of life” followed by “different realities”, Figure 2, right column.

Based on the PMVC general map, Figure 3, although all related with the PLAVESO solution, different perspectives have been gathered in the sixteen
Figure 2: Ranking of informative keywords retrieved from the first assessment before the project development, left column. Ranking of informative keywords retrieved from the last assessment after the final submission of the project, right column.

Figure 3: PMVC general map containing connections between boards.

projects, supported by a problem discovery and its ecosystem (stakeholders’ and external variables), ranging from the issue of health care and sensory stimulation to the feasibility of a commercial product, from those, two are summarized in this article.
From the submitted projects related to health care, the project ELIQUARERE, emphasizes the PLAVESO functionality on the improvement of the air quality and sensory stimulation to residents in elderly residences. The focus group of the project are elderly who are dependent on help from third parties, and the possible consumers consist of a public with elderly family members dependent on third-party geriatric services, Figure 4.

The SAGE project focused on an audience between 20 and 40 years of age living in a densely urban environment who want to explore a relaxation experience through sound and visual stimuli delivered by the PLAVESO system, associated with a mobile app, Figure 5.

All sixteen proposals focused on different targets and business opportunities and associated contexts discovered by identifying stress points in the PMVC. Stress points, in the Persona life, that lead directly or indirectly to identifying problems and their contexts.

**DISCUSSION**

Concerning the search for business opportunities anchored on problem identification, it seems more appropriate to describe the finding and solving of “problems” as a dynamic, cyclically self-sustaining process. The primary purpose appears to be the creation of connection points for the continuation of the process (Jonas, 1993). It is necessary to accept the imprecision in the project practically. A goal only achieved by perceiving the complexity of contexts and how they require a perception of their mutation. Complexity can be seen as “a fabric (complexus: what is woven together) of inseparably associated heterogeneous constituents: it poses the paradox of one and multiple” and
also as “the fabric of events, actions, interactions, feedback, determinations, accidents that constitute our phenomenal world” (Morin and Postel, 2008). Understanding contexts and their complexities allow one to challenge closed and pre-deterministic cycles of project reflection.

Design as a discipline must extend towards analyzing the problem-space, e.g. the mechanisms of how “problems” emerge. It could be called a problem definition competence, leading to “problem-design.” (Jonas, 1993).

In the survey conducted on the project HOMEBIOSPHERE final submission, in the analysis of the project justifications, the words “context of life” stands out, showing how there was an interpretation of the complexity of the contexts and how these shapes the Persona. Personas create a strong focus on users and work contexts through the fictionalized setting (Pruitt and Grudin, 2003). This reasoning contrasts with the first survey after the Persona panel’s conception, where “realities” originate different “applications”. Persona’s most significant value is in providing a shared basis for communication (Pruitt and Grudin, 2003).

Personas represent not just a demographic target in the range of users who can buy the developed product. Personas can describe consumers embedded in cultural contexts and modeled by professional contexts. From diving into these complex contexts, students can measure possibilities and practical constraints of everyday life. Where, following a Double Diamond method providing divergent and creative assessments, new inputs can arise not only from a product but from a broad array of possibilities (Mesa et al., 2020).

The development of the PMVC allowed students to explore life contexts that will implicitly amplify students’ knowledge of consumers, helping them to anchor the focus of their proposals throughout the development of the project. A contribution in promoting reflection-based research interventions that will promote the synergetic relationship between speculation and reflection (Grocott, 2010).

CONCLUSION

The PMVC had as a major outcome, the growth of a student’s literacy over potential consumers. The development of the presented PMVC allowed students to explore life contexts, that will implicitly amplify their knowledge of consumers, helping them to anchor the focus of their proposals throughout the development of a design project.

This study’s limitations relate to the time required for exploration with the PMVC, the students’ life experiences, and the necessity of a facilitator that can guide the process.

In a development of the PMVC the resulting General map of Persona can include in future research, satellite boards displaying information related to context variables. These satellite boards will present context variables related to the daily life of the Persona, summoning relevant information for opening connection points for reflection on the Design project dynamics of problem/opportunities’ finding.
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